
Wrestlemania  Count-Up  –
Wrestlemania XVI (2015 Redo):
The Worst Of The Best
Wrestlemania XVI
Date: April 2, 2000
Location: Arrowhead Pond, Anaheim, California
Attendance: 19,776
Commentators: Jim Ross, Jerry Lawler

In addition to the four way title match, there are two other multi-man
matches of note. First, Kurt Angle will be defending his Intercontinental
and European Titles in back to back triple threat matches (considered one
match with two falls) against Chris Benoit and Chris Jericho. Other than
that, the tag division is getting a big boost with the Hardy Boyz, the
Dudley Boyz (also recent arrivals) and Edge and Christian in the first
ever triangle ladder match for the Tag Team Titles. Let’s get to it.

One last note: this show marks the return to the 3+ hour shows after
years of under three hours.

Lillian Garcia sings the heck out of the National Anthem, as she always
does.

The opening video focuses on the history of Wrestlemania for a few
moments before jumping into the four way main event. They make sure to
mention the McMahon in every corner and how it’s all about the four of
them. This was a major problem with the match which we’ll get to later
but it’s certainly true.

Godfather/D’Lo Brown vs. Big Boss Man/Bull Buchanan

Godfather is now a full on pimp and Brown is his partner in good guy
crime. Buchanan is an athletic big man and Boss Man’s protege who never
went beyond the low midcard. Ice T raps Brown and Godfather to the ring
with a song called Pimp or Die. Of note: one of the Godfather’s women
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clearly falls down as she reaches ringside with the camera catching her
going down. Godfather gives his usual speech about pimping nationwide and
tells us to light up our blunts and say pimpin ain’t easy. This was quite
the different time as you might be able to tell.

Brown and Buchanan get things going with D’Lo kicking him in the face and
Godfather clotheslining an invading Boss Man. Godfather, in his shiny
silver top, comes in for the spinning legdrop. A hook kick puts Boss Man
down for two before it’s back to Buchanan and Brown with Bull doing his
awesome run up the corner into a spinning top rope clothesline.
Unfortunately that’s about the extent of his good moves so it’s back to
Boss Man for two off an uppercut.

Lawler continues to oogle the lady in red as Brown keeps taking his
beating. A cross body goes badly for D’Lo and JR compares it to a fair
catch in the XFL. JR: “Which won’t exist.” Godfather shakes the ropes to
crotch Buchanan and Brown brings him down with a top rope hurricanrana.
The hot tag brings in Godfather for some house cleaning and everything
breaks down, allowing Boss Man to hit his namesake slam, followed by a
guillotine legdrop (and a good one) from Buchanan for the pin at 9:05.

Rating: D. Buchanan’s stuff looked good but who thought it was a good
idea to have the heels, especially these heels, win the opening match?
The length didn’t help this either. Godfather was starting to outlive his
usefulness as an opening act at this point, partially due to the Parents
Television Council complaining about the adult nature of the character.
This would lead to a major change of pace for Godfather, which we’ll get
to later on.

HHH and Women’s Champion Stephanie are loving life in the back.

Earlier today, the referees held a conference with all the participants
in the hardcore battle royal. The title had been defended 24/7 with title
matches taking place at any given time and in any given place. For
tonight though, the rule is only enforced for the fifteen minute time
limit. After that time comes to an end, the last person to pin the
champion leaves with the title.

Hardcore Title: Hardcore Battle Royal



Tazz, Crash Holly, Hardcore Holly, Viscera, Joey Abs, Rodney, Pete Gas,
Taka Michinoku, Funaki, Thrasher, Mosh, Faarooq, Bradshaw

Crash (Hardcore’s cousin) is defending coming in, meaning he has to be
pinned or made to submit for the title to change hands in the first
place. Tazz is still the Human Suplex Machine here a fierce guy despite
his smaller stature. Funaki is Taka’s partner in Kai En Tai. It’s a big
brawl to start with only Tazz and Crash staying in the ring. A suplex
makes Tazz champion in 24 seconds, and yes these title reigns are all
official. Viscera rams Tazz into the post and slams him down for the pin
at 1:00.

The Mean Street Posse gets together for some weapon shots to Viscera to
almost no avail. Crash is already busted open. The Acolytes beat Viscera
up instead and everyone else beats on each other. Funaki hits Mosh with a
box fan and Bradshaw cleans house with a cookie sheet. Some people
finally start going after Viscera but he easily kicks out. We’re under
ten minutes now and Pete Gas is bleeding too.

Viscera holds court in the ring with the cookie sheets but goes up top
for no logical reason. The Acolytes destroy Kai En Tai with Taka taking a
wicked powerbomb before going over to slam Viscera down. Some 2×4 shots
to the back and a top rope shoulder from Bradshaw allows them to throw
Kai En Tai on top, giving Funaki the pin at 7:51. Taka immediately goes
after his partner but Funaki is suddenly the smartest man in the match as
he runs away. The Posse catches up to him though and Rodney throws him
against a wall for the pin and the title at 8:11 in his only televised
pinfall.

Joey runs in with a gutwrench suplex for the pin and the title at 8:24.
Thrasher clotheslines Joey for the title at 8:46. Thrasher tries to run
away but gets attacked by a bunch of people with a weapon each. Somehow
he survives though, only to get sprayed with a fire extinguisher by Pete
Gas for the pin and the title at 9:29. That would be Pete’s second and
final pin on TV.

With just under five minutes left, Tazz grabs a suplex for the pin at
10:17. Hardcore immediately sends him into the steps for two but Mosh



decks Hardcore from behind. Probably out of instinct, Tazz covers Mosh
for two. Tazz fights both Holly cousins inside as Bradshaw beats up the
Posse out of pure principle. We have two minutes left and the cousins
start trying to pin Tazz and Hardcore’s dropkick gets two. Crash hits
Tazz in the head with a cookie sheet for the pin and the title at 14:20
but Tazz is right up with the Tazmission (his signature choke).

Hardcore comes back in with a candy jar to bust over Tazz’s head (and
getting a piece of glass in his eye, though Tazz was fine.) and covers
Crash but the ending is screwed up. Hardcore was supposed to have him
beaten as the time expired but he came in early, meaning the referee has
to stop the count for no good reason. Not that it matters as Hardcore is
declared the new champion at 15:00 to end the match.

Rating: D+. Well that certainly happened. This really needed to have
about five minutes cut out as you can only get into people hitting each
other with the same weapons for so long (a lesson they would take two
years to learn). The rapid fire title changes and stuff like the Posse
trading the title was fine but this started dragging in the middle. Crash
would get the title back the next night to fix the error at the end.

Long Axxess video.

Al Snow is in a bathroom and talking to someone we can’t see. His partner
Steve Blackman comes in to say play it serious tonight. They comprise the
team of Head Cheese because Snow has Head and…..well what else would you
call them?

Head Cheese vs. T&A

T&A are Test and Albert (a big bald power guy) with the recently debuted
Trish Stratus (when she was in even better shape than when she was in her
peak years) as their manager. Snow brings out the man from the bathroom:
the team’s new mascot Chester McCheeserton, a guy in a cheese costume.
The audio starts crackling and JR’s microphone goes out for a bit (Lawler
is very happy) as Blackman kicks Test in the face to start.

Snow comes in and gets double teamed until it’s off to Blackman to trade
shoulders with Albert. Everything breaks down for a bit as the fans are



just quiet here. You can see a lot of empty seats where people are
getting popcorn during this match and I can’t blame them. Albert gets in
trouble as the cheese goes after Trish who rightfully ignores him.
Blackman’s middle rope headbutt gets two as Lawler calls the cheese
Chester the Molester. A butterfly suplex finally gets Albert out of
trouble and it’s off to Test for two off a side slam.

Albert comes back in for a big double powerbomb on Al as JR is using his
code (“These styles are clashing” and “It’s bowling shoe ugly”) to say
this match is horrible. Snow drops a middle rope leg on Test but Albert
saves to keep this mess going. The Baldo Bomb (chokebomb) puts Snow on
the floor and Albert gorilla presses Blackman, setting up Test’s top rope
elbow for the pin at 7:03.

Rating: F. This match is in the running for the worst match in
Wrestlemania history. The joke before the match was terrible, the match
was AWFUL, the story was non-existent and the silence from the fans who
stayed in the arena was eerie. Other than Trish, I saw nothing good about
this and no redeeming value. It’s a total failure all around.

Post match Head Cheese beats up Chester in a really mean and out of
character attack. The team didn’t go anywhere or last long in case you
weren’t sure.

We get the comedy spot of the show with female wrestler the Kat sans
clothing in her dressing room but her veteran manager Mae Young keeps
putting various things in front of various parts of Kat. I’m sure you get
the joke.

D-Von Dudley thinks this ladder match is another way for the WWF to hold
the Dudleyz down. Bubba, still with a thick southern accent, promises to
take Wrestlemania and the ladder match to a new level of violence. His
stutter kicks in right before he can drop an F bomb.

Tag Team Titles: Edge and Christian vs. Hardy Boyz vs. Dudley Boyz

These three teams have been feuding with each other for months. Edge and
Christian and the Hardyz had a great ladder match last year so why not
add the Dudleyz (defending here) and make it a three way ladder match?



Officially this is a triangle ladder match but it’s really just Tables,
Ladders and Chairs (TLC) before the TLC match was named.

Everyone brawls to start and it’s going to be almost impossible to keep
track of everything going on. Jeff takes Bubba out with the Whisper in
the Wind but gets caught in the Bubba Bomb. Christian brings in the first
ladder but Matt makes the save. All six get inside and a second ladder is
loaded up.

Instead of climbing though, both challenging teams put a ladder over a
Dudley in the corners, only to have the Hardyz take out Edge and
Christian. Jeff puts Bubba on the ladder but Bubba avoids the 450 for the
first big crash. Bubba one ups Jeff by putting the ladder onto Jeff and
hitting his middle rope backsplash with his own head crashing into the
ladder.

Christian puts a ladder on Matt so Edge can ride another ladder down to
crush Matt. With everyone else down, Bubba puts a ladder around his own
head and spins around to blast everyone not named D-Von in the face. Edge
and Christian dropkick the ladder to take over though before nailing D-
Von as well. Christian dives off a ladder to take out Matt and Bubba,
leaving Edge to spear Jeff off a ladder.

Now it’s D-Von going up so Christian just throws a ladder at him for the
save. A HUGE Bubba Cutter brings Christian down and now the fans are
understanding what they’re in for with this one. The Hardys’
legdrop/splash combo from the ladders brings the people to their feet
again as the match starts to slow down a bit due to all of the crashing.

A double superplex off the ladder brings D-Von down, leaving Edge and
Christian and the Hardys to climb two ladders, only to knock each other
off for some huge crashes. There’s not much else you can do here aside
from just listing spots as it’s one big move after another. Now all six
go up on three ladders with Jeff and Christian falling all the way down
to the floor (with NOTHING to catch them). Bubba goes down as well and
ever the spoiled sport, he shoves the other two ladders and all three
other guys down against the ropes.

The Dudleyz are left alone so they pick up the ladders and crush



Christian, who somehow can still walk. 3D takes Edge down (thankfully not
onto a ladder) and now it’s table time. Why the Dudleyz need those isn’t
clear but why let common sense get in the way of your gimmick. To crank
things up though, the Dudleyz put a table on top of two ladders like a
scaffold. Another pair of tables is set under the scaffold but D-Von’s
headbutt misses Jeff and only hits table.

Bubba keeps his team’s fortunes up by powerbombing Matt off the
announcers’ table and through another ladder at ringside. Jeff gets up
and tries to run across the barricade as is his custom but Bubba pelts a
ladder at him. There’s something to cringe worthy about someone flying
through the air and crashing into a big piece of metal.

Now we start the tradition of the huge ladder, which is set up on the
floor and is almost as high as the ones in the ring. Jeff is laid out in
front of it but Christian hits Bubba in the head with the bell, allowing
Jeff to go for a climb. With nothing to lose (save for most of the bones
in his spine), Jeff Swantons off the ladder for one of the biggest
crashes ever up to this point. The wide shot makes it look even better
and the fans are rightfully stunned.

Back in the ring, Christian and Matt climb onto the scaffold but Edge
shoves Matt off and through the last table in the ring. The table almost
explodes as Matt crashes through it and the fans are fired up all over
again as Edge and Christian pull down the titles for their first
championship at 22:25.

Rating: A-. This was a different kind of match than these three teams
would have later on as they were just going from spot to spot here
without the flow that they would have. However, this is still an amazing
spectacle that got the fans into things once they gave it a chance to get
going. This was ALL about going higher and higher with each step, but
they didn’t know how high they could go yet. Later the matches would be
about seeing how high they could take it and the results would be pure
carnage. Here it’s more about fitting stuff in but it’s still an awesome
match.

Mick Foley (not Mankind or Cactus Jack) is with Linda and says that this



is the biggest match on the biggest show of the year so it’s the biggest
match of his life. Fairy tales can come true and it could happen to HHH,
Rock and Big Show, BUT IT WON’T because it’s happening to him.

JR and Lawler rave about the ladder match.

Terri Runnels vs. The Kat

This is billed as a catfight and is more about the managers (Fabulous
Moolah and Mae Young respectfully) than the wrestlers. Val Venis is the
referee (sporting a referee towel instead of shirt) and you win by
throwing your opponent to the floor, making it a two man battle royal.
They’re not even trying to hide the fact that this is just a cool down
match after the previous war. These two don’t really have a reason for
fighting other than being catty with each other.

Before the match, Venis does one of his signature innuendo laden promo,
talking about how he and Wrestlemania are both extravaganzas that get
your blood pumping, but Wrestlemania only comes once a year. Both women
are in see thru bodysuits with bikinis underneath. Kat’s is made of
fishnet, thereby making her Lawler’s favorite.

They brawl to start until Val breaks it up, only to have both of them
kiss him. Kat spears her down but Mae gets on the apron to try to flash
Val. Terri is thrown to the floor but the referee doesn’t see it, meaning
it’s time for Mae to kiss Val as well. Both girls actually in the match
fall outside but Moolah throws Terri back inside for the win at 2:26.
Total mess of course, but at least they didn’t try to hide what they were
doing here.

Mae gives Moolah a Bronco Buster post match and Kat strips Terri.

Wrestlemania XVII will be in Houston.

The Radicalz (minus Chris Benoit) are ready for the six person tag but
Eddie is too busy checking his hair to impress Chyna.

Too Cool (Grandmaster Sexay and Scotty 2 Hotty, formerly Too Much) and
Chyna are ready too.



Radicalz vs. Too Cool/Chyna

It’s Guerrero/Malenko/Saturn here. Eddie has been hitting on Chyna lately
so she got some help and it’s time for a tag match. Too Cool has gone
from jokes to a nice surprise as a midcard act due to getting over and
the company giving them a chance. That is almost blasphemy today. Chyna
has her fireworks bazooka which was actually pretty cool.

Eddie and Scotty get things going as the fans are all over Guerrero,
likely due to him knocking off Scotty’s hat. It’s quickly off to Chyna,
sending Eddie crawling over on his knees to grab Malenko’s legs. JR says
Chyna looks hot, which is very outside of his standard character. A
double suplex puts Dean down and it’s time for Chyna to dance. Now it’s
Grandmaster suplexing Eddie down but Saturn breaks up the Hip Hop Drop
(top rope legdrop).

Saturn goes even more evil by stealing Grandmaster’s bandana, which just
makes Grandmaster look stupid. Scotty comes in and is quickly hot shotted
to keep the Radicalz in control. The fans only care about Eddie and Chyna
here and Guerrero soaks it all up like the master he was. Grandmaster’s
interference only works for a bit and Scotty busts out a double Worm,
followed by Saturn kicking him in the face.

Saturn (barely) hits a top rope elbow but Eddie gets superplexed, finally
allowing the hot tag to Chyna. House is quickly cleaned and a double low
blow gets rid of Saturn and Malenko. Chyna is barely able to powerbomb
Eddie so she grabs him between the legs and gorilla presses him while
trying to keep the side of her tights from splitting any further. A quick
sleeper drop puts Eddie away at 9:39.

Rating: C-. Watchable but mostly average match with the fans only caring
about Eddie vs. Chyna, which was quite the hot story around this time.
Things would pick up even more the next night as Chyna suddenly fell for
the Latino Heat and hooked up with Eddie for months. This was an
acceptable use of ten minutes, if nothing else as a way to advance the
Eddie vs. Chyna story.

Some fans won a trip to Wrestlemania.



Shane and Big Show say they’ll win and that it’s Game Over.

Earlier tonight, Kurt Angle beat up Bob Backlund for suggesting that he
defend both titles. This goes nowhere.

Angle asks for some extra security for his victory celebration and offers
the guard autographs if he does it. Smug Angle was pure gold and one of
the most genuinely hilarious characters the company has ever had. He was
such a goofy dork but he sold the whole thing as well as anyone could
have done. The in ring abilities made it even better but the character
made Angle greater than anything he did in a match.

Intercontinental Title/European Title: Kurt Angle vs. Chris Benoit vs.
Chris Jericho

This is a two fall match with Angle defending the Intercontinental Title
first and the European Title second. The three of them have been feuding
for months with Angle taking the Intercontinental Title from Jericho last
month at No Way Out 2000. Before the match, Jericho says he can’t
guarantee that he’ll walk out a champion but he can guarantee that Benoit
and Angle will have bumps and bruises from a Y2J beating that they will
never EVER forget again. So they’ll forget it at least once?

Angle gets chopped down to start as Lawler calls Backlund an idiot for
setting this up. Jericho’s springboard dropkick is broken up by Benoit so
Jericho dropkicks them both outside at the same time. Angle gets in his
first offense with a flapjack to send Jericho into the steps. Back in and
Benoit trades suplexes with Angle as Lawler channels Bobby Heenan by
praising Angle for everything.

Jericho goes up again and Benoit shoves him down again, making me think
that Jericho needs to adjust his strategy. He tries ANOTHER dropkick from
the ropes, this time getting two on Angle as Benoit makes the save. A
camel clutch on Benoit doesn’t get Jericho anywhere so he goes back to
Angle, only to get caught in the crossface chickenwing. Jericho starts to
fade but Benoit comes back in and throws Angle to the floor. A quick Swan
Dive is good for the pin on Jericho, giving Benoit the Intercontinental
Title at 7:56.



Angle is all ticked off and starts erupting with suplexes to Benoit, only
to have Jericho break up the moonsault. Benoit belly to back superplexes
Jericho down and rolls away from a great looking moonsault to leave all
three guys down. Back up and it’s Jericho taking over with a forearm and
spinwheel kick, followed by the double powerbomb (one powerbomb after
another without breaking his grip) to Angle.

Benoit is right back in with the rolling Germans for two on Jericho.
Angle takes a German of his own and the referee counts even though Kurt’s
shoulder is WAY off the mat. What a patriot. Benoit makes Jericho tap to
the Crossface but the ref got bumped. Serves him right for trying to
cheat an American hero. Just like everyone else, Benoit lets go of the
hold instead of doing as much damage to Jericho as possible. Angle avoids
another Swan Dive but Jericho is right back up with a Lionsault for the
pin on Benoit and the European Title at 13:48 total.

Rating: B. This is quite the concept and there’s no way any combination
of these three can go wrong. It’s also a very efficient way to get both
titles off Angle without having him, the hottest prospect of them all,
get pinned or have to tap out. Also well done on not having the standard
triple threat formula and just letting everyone fight at the same time
with the guys being down for logical reasons instead of the script
calling for it. Good match, good idea, very good execution. What more can
you ask for?

Vince says that Rock is very confident that Rock will win tonight. Rock
however isn’t there with him. Vince guarantees to make it right tonight.
You can see the swerve coming from here.

HHH promises Stephanie that he won’t allow himself to be beaten tonight.

X-Pac/Road Dogg vs. Rikishi/Kane

Rikishi is finally in his most famous gimmick and near his highest
popularity. Kane has the always awesome inverted color scheme for his
attire and Paul Bearer in his corner. X-Pac and Road Dogg, the once again
heel DX, have Tori (now a hot valet) with them. Tori left Kane for X-Pac
and this is the result with the many showdowns coming later. Kane goes
after Tori to start and Road Dogg gets an early Stink Face.



Tori has to be saved from the same fate and DX’s attempt to leave fails.
We settle down and X-Pac gets in a Bronco Buster on Rikishi before it’s
off to Road Dogg for the dancing punches. Rikishi shrugs them off and
brings in Kane for the big monster offense, but Kane goes after Tori
instead. The Stink Face works this time and Kane Tombstones X-Pac for the
pin at 4:14.

Rating: D. The match was bad but there’s another reason this is happening
which we’ll get to in a few seconds. Rikishi was helping fight DX so he
fit in here, but this was little more than filler. Kane’s attire and Tori
as a good blonde there to look good and make you hate X-Pac even more
worked fine.

Post match Too Cool and the San Diego Chicken come out to dance. Kane
doesn’t buy it but the Chicken dances a lot better than you would expect
from Rose. After they’re done, Kane goes after the Chicken but Pete Rose
runs in with the ball bat, only to get chokeslammed, followed by a Stink
Face to end this saga once and for all. Well until Rose showed up on Raw
about ten years later. Rose certainly did whatever he needed to do and
turned this one idea into an awesome three year running joke.

Rock talks about going through everything in the last year to get back to
Wrestlemania to reclaim his title. All the chokeslams, all the Mandible
Claws and all the Pedigrees are worth it because he has one more shot to
become champion. This is the intense Rock and it works almost as well as
the funny version. He skips the eyebrow though.

Martin Short, Michael Clarke Duncan and French Stewart are here.

Again no official recap, but HHH retired Foley, Rock won the Rumble and
Show proved that he really won the Rumble.

WWF World Title: Mick Foley vs. Big Show vs. The Rock vs. HHH

Elimination rules and No DQ. HHH is defending and we’ve got a rare
occurrence of all four McMahons in one place. Rock and Vince come out
together here for their first appearance together tonight. Show and Rock
pair off while Foley pounds the champ down in the corner with some fast
punches. With Rock down in the corner, Show runs the other two over with



a double clothesline. Show can’t pick which guy to beat up so Foley jumps
on his back, giving us a repeat of last year’s spot with Show falling
backwards to crush Foley’s ribs.

Mick is right back up to break up a chokeslam to HHH (why would he do
that?) and it’s a triple team on Big Show. Three straight clotheslines
put the giant down but HHH just can’t work with Foley that long and a
fight breaks out again. Show kicks Rock in the face but Foley hits Show
in the back with a chair, knocking him into the Rock Bottom for the pin
to get rid of the giant at 4:50. What a worthless addition Show was.

The three remaining guys all stare at each other and it’s HHH trying to
strike a deal with both of them. Rock actually goes for it before nailing
HHH from behind and the double teaming is on. They all head outside where
Rock accidentally hits Foley with the bell, making Lawler even happier
than in the women’s match earlier. Rock isn’t as strong as you would
think though as Foley is up just a few seconds later….and he has a 2×4
wrapped in barbed wire. HHH low blows him to take it away though and hits
Foley in the ribs but AGAIN Foley doesn’t seem in that much trouble.

This time it’s the Mandible Claw on HHH, who turns into a belt shot from
Rock. The People’s Elbow is broken up by a Mandible Claw to Rock but the
champ low blows them both to put all three down. Foley’s double arm DDT
gets two on Rock and Rock’s single arm version gets the same with HHH
making the save for some reason. Mick and HHH actually work together on
Rock with Foley’s knee lift getting two (No save from HHH, making Rock
look more like a threat than Foley, who HHH believes he can beat. That’s
a nice touch.).

The double teaming continues on the floor but Rock whips Mick knees first
into the steps. Foley pops up for the third time though and nails Rock
with the steps. HHH loads up the Spanish announcers’ table and has Foley
go to the middle rope for the elbow….which is left about three feet
short, sending him ribs first into the table in a very sad sight. HHH has
to drop about three elbows to put Rock through the table before taking
Foley inside for the Pedigree……for two? JR: “HE DID IT!” A BIG chair to
the head sets up the second Pedigree (with Foley collapsing) for the pin
at 19:40, sending Foley into retirement for four years.



Foley takes one last bow but comes back to the ring for one good barbed
wire 2×4 shot to HHH’s head (busting him open) to go out on. Somehow
that’s only good for two for Rock so let’s go outside again. Rock beats
him up in front of the Titantron and takes it back to ringside. HHH
swings a chair to knock the steps into Rock’s face, followed by a
piledriver onto the steps. This is the main event of Wrestlemania though
so it’s finishers or rollups only, meaning Rock kicks out at two again.

The Pedigree is broken up and they go into the crowd for more time
killing brawling. Back to ringside again with Rock suplexing the champ
through the announcers’ table and it’s time for more waiting. HHH is up
first but Vince sends him into the post, only to have Shane (why is he
still here?) hit his dad from behind. Well you knew this was coming. A
big monitor shot to the head knocks Vince silly but he’s up after a
ridiculous TWENTY THREE SECONDS. Vince just got hit in the head with a
monitor and he’s up and going after Shane in less than thirty seconds.
Who is this match supposed to showcase again?

Shane opts for a chair shot to the head and this time Vince stays down,
even shedding some blood. We FINALLY go back to the match with Rock
DDTing HHH, drawing Stephanie’s ridiculous looking bug eyes. The barbed
wire board to Rock’s head stuns him but he’s still able to catapult HHH
into Shane. HHH walks into the Rock Bottom but here’s Vince to punch
Shane….and then hit Rock with a chair because SWERVE! Rock kicks out at
two so Vince hits him in the head with the chair again, giving HHH the
pin to retain at 36:31. That’s the first time a heel has left
Wrestlemania as champion.

Rating: C+. Oh man this is a rough one. Above all else, the McMahons.
They started off as background noise but by the end they were the only
things that mattered here as it turned into yet another
Vince/Shane/Stephanie drama, which had been the big story for the last
year in one form or another. They pretty much gave away the Vince turn
earlier and that doesn’t help an already bad idea.

That leaves us with the match itself, which really isn’t very good. The
problem here is that they clearly spend so much time laying around and
filling in time because the match goes longer than it should. Now that



being said, it’s still Rock vs. HHH for eighteen minutes after Rock vs.
HHH vs. Foley for about fifteen minutes so the action is at least
watchable. The problem is there’s not enough action or excitement.

There were barely any near falls or moments of drama once it got down to
one on one. You have the cover after Foley left (not happening), the
piledriver on the steps (maybe) and the first chair shot from Vince (good
near fall). You really need more than that in a long match, especially
with all this other drama that really adds nothing on the outside. What
you have instead is a lot of brawling, a lot of selling (fine, but not
when it’s selling on the floor with no drama) and a lot of being on the
floor or in the crowd. The action was good but it was bogged down by too
much other stuff.

So how do you fix it? You have Rock vs. HHH instead of the four way. I
understand the idea here but it’s not the kind of match to end
Wrestlemania. If you want to do the four way, do it at Backlash where the
pressure is gone and go with the big title win here. Foley not being
around would have been a loss, but the match would have been better
overall, unless you don’t have Rock in the main event here, which would
mean changing the booking months before Wrestlemania. The four way was
unique but it really didn’t work in this spot, at least not like it
needed to do.

Vince and Stephanie reunite but Vince yells at Shane. Rock comes back in
to lay out all three of them with Rock Bottoms and a People’s Elbow to
Stephanie (to be fair, she slapped him after he beat up Vince and Shane).
Rock poses a lot to take us to the highlight package.

Overall Rating: D+. It’s the biggest show of the year in the best year
they ever had and I think they just collapsed under the weight. You had
two really good matches to carry the show but the main event is more like
a disappointing experiment. The rest ranges from bad to wasting time with
some bizarre choices like the Head Cheese mess.

The strangest part here is what this led to, as Backlash later in the
month would be the show of the year with all the fallout from
Wrestlemania, including Rock beating HHH to win the World Title. There



are FAR worse Wrestlemanias but this was really more like a commercial
for the next few months. Check out the triple threat and the ladder match
but just get to the next year’s show otherwise.

Ratings Comparison

Big Boss Man/Bull Buchanan vs. D’Lo Brown/Godfather

Original: D+

2013 Redo: D+

2015 Redo: D

Hardcore Battle Royal

Original: C+

2013 Redo: B-

2015 Redo: D+

T&A vs. Head Cheese

Original: F

2013 Redo: D-

2015 Redo: F

Edge and Christian vs. Dudley Boyz vs. Hardy Boyz

Original: B+

2013 Redo: A-

2015 Redo A-

The Kat vs. Terri Runnels

Original: F

2013 Redo: N/A



2015 Redo: N/A

Radicalz vs. Too Cool/Chyna

Original: D

2013 Redo: D+

2015 Redo: C-

Chris Benoit vs. Kurt Angle vs. Chris Jericho

Original: A

2013 Redo: B+

2015 Redo: B

Rikishi/Kane vs. D-Generation X

Original: D+

2013 Redo: D

2015 Redo: D

HHH vs. The Rock vs. Big Show vs. Mick Foley

Original: D+

2013 Redo: D+

2015 Redo: C+

Overall Rating

Original: D

2013 Redo: D

2015 Redo: D+

Not much changes in a few years.



Here’s the original review if you’re interested:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2011/03/23/history-of-wrestlemania-with-kb-
wrestlemania-16-they-thought-this-was-a-good-idea/

And the 2013 Redo:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2013/03/25/wrestlemania-count-up-wrestleman
ia-xvi-the-worst-show-from-the-best-year/

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs.
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